
 
 
           Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report 

Things to Consider…. 
 

After nearly 8 months of firm lean hog markets, 
nearby futures came under heavy sell pressure 
shedding up to $15 US per cwt or $40 per hog 
during the first week of April.  The sharp sell off in 
nearby June and July came after most 2022 lean 
hogs registered new “life of contract highs” on the 
last trading day of March.  Since the end of the 
month nearby and deferred contrats have traded 
inverted to eachother with most nearby months 
experiencing weakness and 4th quarter contracts 
remaining steady to firm.  The sharp drop in nearby 
contracts can be attributed to specualtive traders 
dumping long positions which are typically held in 
the front half of the market.  The June 2022 top 
registered on March 31, 2022 of $127.32 was only 
a few dollars from the top June trade from 2014 of 
$133.00 recorded on March 18, 2014. 
 

 
 

 

  April 5, 2022 
 

Forward contract prices for most Canadian markets 
shadowed the lean hog futures with summer premiums 
pulled from the market while contractable prices from 
Sep to Dec continued to added value at the start of this 
month.   
 
With cash markets taking a breather to start the 2nd 
quarter it should come as no surprise that futures, 
which carried a $15 US/cwt premium to cash came 
under pressure.  The slowing of pork values were also a 
major influence in the losses recorded in both cash and 
futures markets over the week. 
Although 2022 remains to be seen as one of the highest 
priced years for hog prices in recent history, sharply 
higher production costs are forcing producers to remain 
sharp when it comes to their hedging decisions. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



Weekly Hog Price Recap 

Cash hogs recorded declines for much of the week, 
with national and regional cash down the most 
Thursday following a modest recovery Wednesday. 
CME cash improved overall with late-week declines 
tempering some of the earlier rises. Most 
wholesale pork primal values declined on the week, 
only picnics and loins improved, driving US pork 
cutout $1.24/cwt under the previous week's 
average.  
 

 
 

 

Canadian market hog values generally improved, excluding those derived from lagged base pricing. Hog values 
out of the ML Sig 4, Ontario and Quebec each improved $2.40/hog, followed by those out of Hylife which 
climbed $2.30/hog. BP/TC hog values declined $1.10/hog, while the OlyW 20 slipped $0.35/hog and the OlyW 
21 was up $0.20/hog from a week earlier. Hog values in the US fell on the week due to lower cash hog values, 
with Tyson down $1/hog while JM dropped $7.70/hog from week ago levels.  

  

 
 

 



Weekly Hog Margins 

Monitored hog margins strengthened overall, supported by improved hog values and a significant reduction in 
feed costs. Canadian farrow-to-finish feed costs dropped $3.65/hog while those out of the monitored region 
in the US declined closer to $3/hog from a week earlier. 
 
Hog margins out the OlyW 20 continue as the strongest recorded in Canada, rising $3.30 to $50.50/hog profits 
on the week. Margins out of Maple Leaf, Ontario and Quebec each improved near $6 on the week with 
Ontario at $41.60/hog profits, Quebec at $38.75/hog profits and the Sig 4 at $32.25/hog profits. Hylife hog 
margins were also up near $6/hog to $29.85/hog profits, while the OlyW 21 improved $3.85 to $24.75/hog 
profits. In the US, Tyson margins strengthened near $2 to $63.80/hog profits while JM weakened $4.75 to shy 
of $56.50/hog profits from the previous week. 
 

 
 

Tyson: $63.78 USD x 1.2451 = $79.41 CAD 
Morrell: $56.43 USD x 1.2451 = $70.26 CAD 

 

 
 

Disclaimer: Commodity Professionals Inc. presents this report as a snapshot of the market using current information available at the 
time of the report. These findings are for informational purposes only and should not be reproduced or transmitted by any means 
without permission.  Commodity Professionals Inc. does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability arising from or connected to, the 
accuracy, reliability, or completeness of any material contained in the publication. 

 


